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AN EXAMINATION OF OMB FORMS CLE4RANCE
AIMS, POLICIES AND PROCEDURtS

A

PurpoSes

The purposes'oF this paper are four-fold.: (1).to delineate the printipal

aims and policy objectives of Office of Management and Budget Forms Clearance

(OMB FC), as embodied in Federal legislation and executive directives since

1942; (2) to identify the major,current thrusts of OMB FC: (3) to suggest

possible future policy directions of OMB FGIV, within'the context of btoader

governmeAal activity relating to Federal reseirchipraciices:' and (4) to docu2

meri t various policies, procedures, and guidelihes which pertain. tO Forns

CAearance in both the OMB and the Education Division (if.e., principally the

NationaL Institute of Education and U. S. Office of Education) oZf the Department '

N

of Health, Eaucation.and WelSpre (DHEW).

This paper is divided into two distinct and physically separate parts.

The'first, part focuses mainly on the fir'st three objectives-cited, and iS

represented in this writing. The,second part encompasses the fourth objective

of the paper and is tfeing is ed in the lorn:Of a compilation of materials

.

about Forms Clearance under h *separate title, "A Handbook on Forms Clearance
4

4

'Policies and Proceaures for Federa Education Contractors." The Handbook is

man1y,9riented to the evaluation pra;titionell with responsibilities lor pre:

paring Forns Clearance.packages, onitoring the review process, and.generally
4 .

facilitating the OMB.clearance proceSS. The.table of contents for this phnd-

book is 4ttache4 to this pa per as Appendix A. In .the first part of th.e paper,

Forms Clearance is viewed from a goas/policies perspective-, whereas the
.

Handbook views'FC from a process-implementation perspective.
c %

Background a

4 .

% . .

OMB Forms Clearance il.", not a new phenomenon. .For thirty-five years
I, Z4N , t

the OMB and its prede'cessor, the Bureau of the Bi.iage, have revieWed forms

A l
,

, . ,

0
. 0
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a > .
and plans for,the dollection of inforTaeion from the public by mo.st Federal '

-
. .

.

,

agetilciers. Serious anterest xn FC by Federal education contractors.is'a rec4t .

..r, $
i .

.
'

1

pheoeror s been brought about bY recognitIon of increasedoleinis-
$

trative as well as substantive complexity in the FC review process, ,Newly

introduded FC regulations and requirements relatihgto 'such issues and .prObs-

lems as incteasing-qovernment paperwork and red-tape, mdunting burden'on the,

44
public in meeting governpent fnformation reques.ts, imihsicn of personal

. .

privacy hy iAtrusve goverqment surveys andquestionnaires, access to informa-

tion maintained by'govirnment on individuals, and public disclosure of

governmen-co/lected inforMation, nave caused uneasiness, confusion, and con-

cern witnin the educational P,,3E.E coMmunity. Cther pressures specifically

affectin data acquisition acti;tities in education have built lip since the

early 60's and have caused both sutstantive and proced.iral revisions in the

Education Division FC system. A recent memorandum from Mr. Joe Schnelder

(1976) to the 1.-member :EDaP organization issued the following advice in

4

responge tc new FC,directives: 'If you must get your instrument cleared, do

it quicki'i. Thd Aoager you wait, the higher the rtsk*that you wild be too

late," The fear,. of course, is that FC will be more difficult,.even impossible

- to get in the not-so-distant future. The implications of new FC policy

initiatives for management of evaluation studies, for planning and developing ,

data collection methods, and for implementing'evaluation plans in a timely

and effective manner have hardlybeen considered.

The concern for FC is not unique among Federal education contractors.

A recent staff study ilrepared by the Committv on Post Office and Civil

Service (1977) under the direction of Richard Tauber criticized-OMB FC for

. the "1.ack of well undelstood standards for review," the "lack of understanding

jof most persons of the otal clearance system which inN;olves the agencies and

departments as well as OMB," and for "no manaqement.control over the total

.4)
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system SO that forms or questionnaires can take upwards of a ye'ar or more in

4 clearance" all witlicut Sacing up to the major isFues which FClis mandated to

addrefs (p. 7-8). 'Telephone interviewsconducted,recently by tphe authors

.with-letle'cted evaluators in R&D institutions revealed a wide variety of views

concerning tae aims of FU, a lack,of basic information about FC policies and

review procedures in both the OMB and in the Divlsion of Education (DMEW),
.

and in some cases intolerably long delays in getting final-OMB approval for

proposed insceuments and data collection plans. For some contra.ctors con-

tacted, the FO process resulted in increased costs in money, time,' professional

resources, and/cr emotional frustration, the costs of which were not in-,

significant.

In short, the oya7c4 system, And its sub-system in :the Education Division,

are priesently in a state.of flux, with immediate and long-term implications .-

that are difficult to discern for Federally-sponsored research gener.ally and

fdreducational evaluation in particular, It is hoped that this-paper will

k
.14

provide a basis for examining these implications.

It
Me.thOds

There were four primary sources of information for ti's paper and the

HanAbook: (1) written,documents supplied by senior Government officials

closely connected with FC in the OMB an in the Education Division, (2) experi-
.

.

. ence.of recently moving two instruments through the Forms Clearance process,

so.
.(3) telhori e interview-discussions 'with selected educational evaluators and

administrative staff within various R&D institutions whose priitary source of

'funfling is from ,the Education Divisioh (DHEW), and (4) interview-discussions

wieh FC othcials in Ohe-OMB, N/E, and J.JSOE held during the first week of

1.%rch, 197). in Washington,' D. C. These sources of information provided insights
1

4

into'FC from both theyederal Government and education contractor perspectives.
,

. 4
The-late timing of interviews 'held in Washington was a4pantageous in allowing

., "..

6 *to
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importantdocumentation and discussion of events as recdix as Febi-uary, 1977
% . 6 \

.
,

to be included in this paper. The disadvantage was in not, lowihg a sufficient

. c

Period of reflection over what we had learned ana enot1gh fol. oiw-up time to

. pursue additidnal questions. The conclusion section in this per will set
\,,

forh 'only a preliminary set of observations and.questions for tu

\
ure inquiry.

-

OMB: FC: Principal GOals

The principal authority for OMB FC is 'derived from:the Federal orts

'Act of 1942 (P.L. 77-831) 1 yracn declares the OMB's general authority t

review data collection forms and plans proposed by federal.agenciesr

et Federal &gency shall conduct o.1.! sponsor the collection of
information, .1pon identical item., from ten or more persons
(other than Federal employees as stich3 unless, in advance,pf
adoption or revision of any plans or forms to be used in such
collection, (a) The agency shall nave submitted to tine Ditector
such plans or forms, together with copies of slicoh pertipeht
regulations ana otner related materials as the Director shall :
specxfy; and (b).The Director shall nave stated tha,t he es not
disapprove tne proposed collection of information CSec.

The Act further states tt-:at

... the Director is authorized within his disctetxvn'to make a 6

determination as to whether or not the collection of any informa-
tion by any Federal agency is 'hecessary for .7.he proper perforrlanqe

of the functions of such agency or for any other prOper purpose
(Sec. 350S)

This latter authority has not been generally unddrstood or accepted by
"

Federal agencies and contractors a17ke. Questions are sometimisyraised abOut

the right of OMB to examine proposed data colleCtLon activi,ti.es on grounds

of whether they are "necessary" or essential. The,.critria Promulgated by

the OMB for review of forms/plans (see Section 11, PaC8-of4Handbook) suggest

that data justification is a matter of deterMining ap,agency's statptory

1This Act was lat4 mcdified by the Tans-AlaSka-Pipeline Act of 1973
which exempts the ';overnment Accounting Offiee,, independent Federal regula-
tory agencies, the government of the Distriot of qylumbia and the territories.
and possessions of the U. S., and their various subdivisions from meeting
FC requirements.

-7
A
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obligation to collect data,and of determining redundancy (availability of

data from existing sources) in the request rather than the worth of an

agency's program or project.

From the viewpoint of establishing the major objectives of FC, Section

3501 of the FRA is the most illuminating:

Information needed by the various Federal agencies should be
obtained with a minimum burden upon business enterprises
(eipecially upon small business enterprises) and other persons.
required to furnish such information, at a minimum of cost to
the Government, that all necessary duplication' of efforts in
obtaining such informatiokthrough the use of reports, question-
naires, and other such methods should, be eliminated as rapidly
as practicable, and that information collected and tabulated
by any Federal agency should insofar as is expedient be tabulated
in a manner to maximize the usefulness of the information to
other Federal agencies and the public.

In summary, based on ;Ile FRA of 1942, OMB FC may be said to be primarily

concerned with ineeting the'following objectives:

(1) eliminating unnecessary.duplication of government.efforts
in obtaining informAion from the public,

(2) minimizing the costs of obtaining' such information,

(3) minimizing the burdens upon those furnishing information
to Federal agencies, and

i4) maximizing the usefulness of the information gathered to
both the Federal government and the public.

most recent.: set of OMB guidelines aimed at accomplishing reductions in

public reporting burden are directed to ensure more effective implementation

of these objectives of the FRA.

// Two additional,points are worth noting. aria is that the first three

objectives stated are intended to protect the public interest against ex-

cessive and frivolous data demands by the Federal government which are costly

in terms of both taxpayers money and time. The'fourth objective relates to

a more positive function, that of promoting the public welfare through en-

couraging greater sharing of information among the various Federal government
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agencies and between the government and the public itself. The second point

is that the question of maximrzing data usefulness (i.e., the fourth ob)ec-

tivec naturally raises the concern for the technical quali f data collection

methodology, including both the plan, design, and the forms themselves. 00MB

review criteria, which can be examined in the Handbook (Section II, Part B),

are quite specific, for example, in the technical aspects of survey, research

methodology.,

Enacted by Cóngress in 1950, the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act

(BAAPA)authorized the OMB to "develop programs and to issue regulations and

orders for the improved gathering, compiling, analyzing, publishing, and

dissemination of statistical informaion for any purpose V5r the various

agencies in the Executive Branch of the 'Government (Sec. 103)." OMB was also

directed to ensure that sound statistical standards in survey ddsign and
-

statistical procedures in general are maintained. On Mdy 3, 1974, the OMB

issued standards and guidelines to achieve the ob3ectives of the BAAPA (OMB,

1974) to be followed by agencies in the Executive Branch as well as by con-

tractors and granteeei. The standard's and guidelines were intended to achieve

greater efficiency in the design and conduct of statistical surveys, reduction

in the reporting burd96 on respondents, greater uniformity and comparability

among statistical series arid studies, and improved accuracy of Federal statis-
.

tics. The two most pertinent parts of these standards and guidelines are

Exhibits A and B which relate more closely to the first two objectives of

FC as previously cited. Exhibit A."Seandards for Statistical Surveys" promul-

gates standards in seven categories of statistical survey research. Exhibit B

"Standards for the Publication of Statistics" delineates standards in six

categories which bear on the publication of statistical daa. The standards

enumerated in Exhibit A bear a close relationship to currently operative

criteria in the clearance and review process.

9
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The BAAPA of 1950 also gives tbe\OMB considerable authority for the
-

centralized planning.and coordination ot\statistic'alprog'rims. While FC

itself is not specifically designed to p:rm planning and coordination

.functions, it tends to be yiewed both inside and outside OmB'as 4 device

which can contribute to improvement in data-based policy formulation and

planning at the highest levels of management within Federal governmeni.

agencies. The Statistical. Polity Dtvis4on (SPD) of the OMB, of which Forms

- Clearance is a unit'or a function, is charged overall.with taking leadership

in this area. The principal concept of FC as now operating in its simp/et

form appears to be generally that of controlling.and regulating the nuvber of

report forms rather than'planning/coordination of Federal statistical pro-

grams for management purpoies.

To summarize, the FRA of 1942 and the BAAPA of 1950 es'tablishes the

authority of the OMB td achieve minimal burden on individuals and respondent

groups in data collection efforts sponsored by the Federal government, to

minimize the cost of such data collection activities, and to maximize the

usefulness of data collected through application of sound statistical standards

and research practIcea.

Current FC Thrusts

In October 1975, the OMB issued the results of a study (Lowry, 1975)

attempting to assegs the burden of reporting to the Federal government during

the period from 1942-1975. Though the report .recogniz.ed and'discussed

?-N
the difficulties of measuring reporting burden,_its major ci,ndings appear to

be reasonable: (1) between 1953 and 1975 the number of OMB'approved repeti-

tive Federal Reports remained almost constant, varying only fen percent up

or down 'from 5,000 a year; (2) from 1966-1973, however, the number of,indil:/i-

dual responses to those reports increased 83 (3) there are actualiP

10
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64 million, mo*re people filling out reports since 19684 and (4) reporting

time the nuMber Of hours peoPle spend Completing forms) rose more

sharply during 19e)6-3.973 than either report numBers or responses--from 112

million hours in 1966 to 177 million hours in 1973 to 129 million hours through

June 1975.

Shoxtly follewng.the Lowry Report, 4residdnt FOrd on March 1,.1976,

directed OMB Director James Lynn "to assume personal responsibiljity for

achieving the purposes of tht Federal Reports Act, insofaf as your agency is

concerded."

The President's remarks continued .

regard this as a critical organizationarstep to assure
-continuing and effective:attention to controlling and re-
ducing the heavy public impact from government data collec-
tion. I expect prompt results from this effort. Specifically,

expect the number of reports which collect ienformation from
the public to be reduced at least ten percent by next June 30.

(This directive is somewhat curious in li§ht of the OMB findings as just

reported, indicating that.the most difficult problem wae not related to the

number of forms but ratheA to reporting hours and number of responsesr.

On March 2,11976, the OMB Director, James T. Lynn, issued Circular

No. A-40, Attachment A (Revised), and a set of guideline's (OMB, 1976) to imple-
f

ment the President's objective. As of March 8, 1976, every requ%st few

clearance of a proposed newl'report, of a_revision to an existing reportj.,and

for continued use of an existing 'report was expected to conform to these

guidelines for preparing a request for clearance. The applicable sections of

No. A-40 are quoted As follows:

To minimize the reporting burden on respoWdents amd to impr
government efficiency, each Federal agency will consider an
determine, in connection with each plan or report form submitted,
whether the proposed plan-or report form exceeds the.limits of
reasonable need or practical,utility, either with respect to nin-
ber of respondents, 'frequency of collection, or number and diffi-,
culty of the items,,and whether all of tht items of information
to be furnished or recorded are essential to the centcal purpose
of such plan or report form. (Sec. 4, paragraph a)

ii



4 Special consideration will be gi.Ven to the burden on individuals .
small tusinesses, and othei organizations with,limited clerical,
financial.manageftnt, and svtistical qtaffs which.employ fewer

.than 100 persons. Individuals, small businesses, or other small.
drganizations shoAd'not be called upon to spend more.than one-
half hOur in responding to a request fbr information from a
Federal agency. Agencies will be expected to make'a speciiic
justification for any d,ta collection plan dr instrument which,...

'requires more inan one-half hour from these respondents.... (Sec. 4,
paragraph c) .

To ensure accountability and effective.complAnce with the intent of

these guidelines, a new revision of the Standard Form-83 "Clearance Reqwst.

4

and Notice of Action' (see Section II, Part E of Handbook) will contain a

statement of certification which must be signed by the approving official

for the Federal agency clearance official that, among other things stated,

e data collection form wider revlew "represents the minimum burden on

res ondents coripistent with the need-for information."

It.appeafs that President Ford's March 1 directive waS taking hold, for

in a Cabinet.meeting on July 23, 1976, the president reported that he was

pleased that the objective ortedu6ing the number of Federal reporting forms

had tvn achieved,'although the reporting burden had incieasea.

On July 23, 1976, President Ford issued another major policy directive

which set as a goal for 1977 a five percent reduction in the hours required '

to respond to the Government's.request for information from the'public. A

further goal of Wn additional 15-20 percent reduction in reporti4 burden by"-

the end of FY 1978 was also.set. These als would be attained by establish:

ing ceilings for the number of repeti xd single-time reports for each

_

depaitment and by implementing a set of elines *(see Section II, Part D

of Handbook) wliip aim to conki:ol the number of reports a.well as the
0

reporting burden associated with Federal agencies-and departments. These

guidelines wer4 ISseed by the OMB on Septqmber.1, 1976. Specific objectives

weie established for reducing public reporting to Federal agencies:

12.
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iP

establish ceilings of 4700 repetitive reports and 600 .

single-time reports for agencies in the .executive branch,
, which breaks down to dso repetitive reports and 230 single-

time reports for DREW, .

2. reduce,the burden of public reporting seven million hours
by September 30, 1977 associated with repetitive reports and
to ensure that the burden of reporting associated with single-.

time repOrA it: no higher on September 30, 1977 than it was on
June 30, 1976,

3. to recommend changes in legislation whidh-weAld achieve.an
additional 20 million hours reduction in reperting burden sub-
sequent to September 30, 1977.'

The next key event occurred sh7tly after President Carter took office,

when the Office of the White House Press Secretary issued a release on Febru-

A
ary 16, 1977 of a memorandum from Preosident Carter to all Heads of Executive

Depart.ments and Agencies. The full text of this memorandum is quoted below:

As 1 outlined in the Cabinet ineeting oh Monday, January 24,
am deterthined to improve the efficiency and effectiveness

df the Executive Branch. As pal-t of this improvement, I place
a high priority on reducing the burden which reporting to'the
Federal Government Rlaces upon the American public.

My predecessor Aaunched a program to secure a modest five -
percent reduction in reporting burden by September 30/ 1977.

tigik am dismayed to learn that the executive departments and
-115Fg9encies have made virtually no progress toward the achieye-

ment of that goal.

To assure that this matter receives your continuOg attention,
/ want you to assume personal responsibility for.the sUccessful
fulfillment of this task and for achieving the purposes of the
Federal Reports Act ai they relate to your agency. You may
delegate anthority, but any,such.delegation must beounambiglious
and must run directly to lourself.

Please determine personally:

(a) How many repots does my agency receive?

. (b) How many cap be combined or eliminated?

.(c) How can they be simplified?

(d) Can less frequent reports serve adequately?

(e) Can major departments, agencies and sub-alendies
share the same report?



I do not look upon the task of reducing the reporting burden
on the public as a one-shot campaign. It is a continuintj
problem. Routine efforts.to deal with it will not suffice.
You should review your agency's data collection activities
to find ways of carrying out your program responsibilities
ih a manner which will reduce the paperwork burden on the
public.

Assess reports now required by law. You should develop rec-
ommendations fOr changes itegislation which might permit
further reductions in reporting in the future,

have assigned the Director of the Office of Management
and Budget responsibilitY for exercising general oversight
over the reporting burden reduction program. when possible,
apply to existing forms the OMB restraintle on new forms and
reports,

anticipate your wholehearted and enthusiastic support in
achieving these goals. I want each of you and your staff to
cooperate fully with the Commission on Federal Paperwork,

. which is pursuing a broad inquiry into matters relating to
papeEwork generated by Federal agencies and its impact on the

Finally,.report to OMB by March 31the goal of your agency
yo.. for reduction of required reporting which will be achieved by

September 30, 1977, plus ot)ler recommendations concerning
legislation and cooperation with other agencies.

That statement is hardly ambiguous as to the intentions of the new

Administration, at least with:ielpeit to the "burden" issue. On the day

following the President's.directive, Bert Lance, the new OMB Dixector, re-

issued in almost the identical form (with minor changes) the September 1

guidelines as mentioned previously. The recency of these events and the

,

priority which the present Administration is giving to the issue of federal

reporting burden make a compelling case that FC will continue to play a

strohg, if not stronger, role in relation to federally-sponsored research/

evaluation in the next four years. Can anything be said now abouX where

gm's sm is heading in the next few years?

iFuture Directions in OMB FC

Judging from the previous discussion, the reportrng burden issue will

be a major concern of OMB FC. There are indications that OMB FC will take



#.

on new and broader responsibilities both in terms of aCoomp1isan0 reductions
'e

. 4

in national reporting burden and of making better use of 1,nformation gathered

by thOoFedeW. government. The work of the Paperwork Commislolcited in

President Carter's memorandum, and two Other recent studLes, one known as

the °Tauber Report," and the other as the Peat, Marwick, Mitchl.i( co.

evaluation report, suggest a new emerging roAe.concepier OMB. FC. L.
Paperwork Commission. Established two years ago, the Commission on

FederarPaperwork is,a 14-member partizan body including represent.atiVel.

of the Congress, the Executive nch, State and local governmenEw,-. And the.

, -

private sector. Problems on which the Commission is morking affect virtually

1
the entire nation. -They rangs in scope from a simple proposal that could"

eliminate a form required of 200,000 Americans who make wine at home, to

a complex plan for standardizing the paperwork of 41 separatewelfare agencies

at a projected saving of nearly six billion dollars a year. "Our goal is not

olg to cut unnecessary paperwork and red tape, but to bring about organiza-

tional and policy reforms necessary 'to make sure we are-never again so over-

btrdened"tPaperwork Commtssion, 1976). The OKB program to reduce the number
4

of Federal forms and the workload tney cause is presently being closely coordi-

IN
naed with the Commission's work. It should be added that the newly established

Education Data Acquisitions Council in the Education Division of DHEW (see

Section I of Handbook) also appears to be working in concert with the Paper-

work Commitsion., A

At least one proposal of the Commission has been formulated in the area of

Education; it is aiMed at reducing education reporting and recordkeeping

requirements in the U. S. Office of Education. Expected results of the pro-

posed study include:

1.. An identification of similar or tdentical requests ,for educa-
. -tion information from multiple Federal agencies, and the

1

15



development of policy recommendations to identify dupligAtion,
reduce duplication and improve inXer-agency coordination,

13

2. An..identification bf information requests growing out of coming
rederal'legislation, as well as, new Federal policy concerns,

3. The reductipn of reporting burdens growing out of the manage-,
4ment of Federal education programs, such as the elimination of
unneeded forms; and the development of certification procedures
for education grant applications, and state and local plans re-
quired fof education agencies by the Office of Education,

4. The development of testing of agency mechanisms and techniquesy
4 to enqure that Federal, state, and ,local cooperation is achieved

in the collsection and utilization of education information, and

S. The development and testing-of mechanisms and techniques to'ensure
_that the Commission on Federal Paperwork developmental efforts,
are incorporated into agency practice. (Commission on Federal
Paperwork, no date)

In contrast to the FC strategy of simply, reviewing and clearing requests

om a form-by-form basis., the P4perwork Commission is seeking to achieve simi-

lar objectives as FC by improving coord4nation among data collection regliests

from Federal agencies., ascertaining data impact of Federal.legislation which

creates dAta requirements, and facilitating cooperation among data users

following data collection. In short, the difference in strategy is between

creating Fc leviage points at the beginning and end of the research activity '

cycle, a.la' Paperwork Commission, rather than only atNAhe middle of the cycle'

"(instrum)lit development phase) a la' OMB FC. The Tauber Report, to be dis-

cussed briefly, recommends a Similar approach as the Paperwork Commission to

fulfilling-PC objectives.

Taliber Report. /sieed on January 28, 1977, the so-called Tauber Report

is 4 discussion of issues related to the coordination of Federal statistics

gathering programs, and is the res4t of *hearings conducted by the House'

44bcommittee on CensUs'and Popuiation during March and April 1976 (Committee

op Pos.t Office and Civil^Service, 1977). TIle main thesks of this report is that

the Federal goverm;ent needs an effective mechanism to coordinite and plan
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Oat4 requests, to, reduce the burden and cost 'of data eollectirbn on the

Américan public, and to develop more effectiye ways of 'utilizing (i.e.,

A

analyzi.ng and dissemina0.ng) information. According to the Report, much
, ,

,

of the blame falls on the Congress for giving too little attention to the

daa implications of leg41ated requIrements for program repory,ng, for

s

applications tor participatiOn in programs, and for mandated studies.and

repOrts. IThe 'Report sug'Osts that OMB

the-maintenance of survey, standards and

burden, but arSo with agency functions,

FC should noE onty.be concerned with

the avoidance of unnecessary respondent

such as the storing, processing, and
dr.

dissvination of prdgram data, and the construction of analytical models. In

Short, tpe forms review function Should not be considered separate from,the

planning and coordination of the Federal statistics system.:

, One of'the specific recommendations of the R4ort is to establish (or

re-establish) a'single clearance office in the OMB with broader responsibility

than.simply conducting a form-by-form reriew--its goal would be better manage-

ment of the Federal government's data acquisition efforts and betteripioordina-

«
tion of Federal statistical activities in general.

In the last two years, the OMB has taken Iteps to strengthen the planning

and coOrdination function spoken about in the Tauber Report. As this pertains

to FC in particular, the findings and recommendations of an evaluation study

on OMB FC are revealing.

Peat,'Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Report. In March 1975, the results of an

extensive examination of the Fq process were reporxed. Some of the ma,or

findings of the study are summarized:

1.. The curreht clearance process functions in a reattive mode. I;It

responds primarily to requests for clearance. OMB is thus in-
volved in perfecting a repoitiform and not in developing an
effective reporting system for closely redated subject areas.

.The major sources of new reporting requirements, e.g., Congress
and executive departments, function independentby of the clearance

A

O./
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function, Them is, now no effective nechantsm for intro- ,

ducing into the initiation and de'velopment stages of rbpov.tin/
,requirements information on exiiting reporting ar:d guidanoe'
on how to mininize burden associ'ated with new requilOments.:;,
Since new requirements are tne major source of repokting burden,
a major deficiency in the cirrient clearance process is its,*
inability to become involvebfaE tne initiation stage.

4,111
. #

2. The clearance process does na appeat to functidn effectively
in some departments and agencies which initiat, develop, and
implement reporting requirements. Sone deparEments h'alie well-

developed c;earance iunctions which carefully scru'tihize re-
quests for.tleararIce. Certain departmeuth do not hpve either
the professional skills or the staffing'necesiary for clearance
activities. This is reflected in a lack of qefective, early
coordinatiOn with 0443 in the initiation of new requirements.
Lack of coordination on information sharing among depart7ents
during the development of reporting requirements and the sub-
mission of requests for clearance whtch are not we11-supporte4,A7
methodologically sound, and/or well-docu:itented appears to be .

evident in sdme depart,mnts.

3. The clearance rocess does no provide for after-the-fact
asse.ssment of the utility and'neaningfulnest bf data accum4v-
lated through reporting requirements. Cnce an
determination of need is made and the form approved, it seems
to be routinely extended%(ungess sone open issue remains or
a change is made on the form). The process does not appear to
provide for an indepth_revipw of utility at the time of ex-
tension. Unless report fOrms, both mandatory'and vol.inaary,
which have relatively low utility are eliminated from the *
inventory of reporting requirements, there is only limited oppor-
tunity to reduce the reporting burden.

The "ideal" FC process, as proposed by Peat et. al. would focus on con-

(

4

trolling the burden at the initiAion stage by assessing the potential impact

on the burden of new reporting requirements, at the development stage by,

_expanding the role of coordinating Federal information-sharing activities,

and at the implementation stage by increasing surveillawce over the utility

and meaningfulness of current report forms; the ideal process would also see

a more responsible role for other groups which influence Federal reporting.

In essence, the clearance by CMB jof individual report forms would no longer

be the predominant function; i would become mOre active in curtailing new

reporting requirements where they originate, rn coordinating Federal data

acguisition activities, and in ensuring that data collected are effectively

utilized. 18,
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Underlyi0 the findings and recommendations of the Paperwork dommission,

the Tauber Report; and the Peat etal. evaluation study appear to be a set

of basic assumptions about future government-society relationsiips; -that

national needs/problems will continue to beg large-scale innovative solutions

. qpd ehat probfem-solving will continue to be a4major foc:s of governmene

activity; that inforMation requirements for such problem-solving endeavors

will continue to be demanding 211 terms of cost, quantity, 4nd quakity; and

that le counVrvailing pressure to reduce the role of4overnment in American

society will remain strong, but so will the tendency of government to legis-
.

late solutions to Problems of society which require the collection of vast

amounts of'information from the pub1ic4

How or if OMB FC adopts new rOle concepts in order to achieve the objec-
-

tives set down by the Federal Reports Act of 1942-and the Budget and Accounting '

Procedures Act of,1950 cannot be accurately determined. And the future 1mpli-

4 cations for Federal educatzon contractors, or even Fedoral'contractors generally,

.are very elusive.

Conazions

OMB FC has been characterized in the past two years by a rapid succession

of new, more stringent regulations and goidelines aimed at accomplishing
V.

objectives set forth.more than three dIcades ago.. The future of FC will

undoubtedly bring further changes, which would appear to have far-reaching

consequences. The recency.of such events.on the FC scerie and'the lack,of

experience with the "new" system make it impossible to.foretell with any

degree of certainty what those consequences inight be for the nature and ex-

tent of Federahy-sponsored educational research/evaluation. If FC achieves

its objectives, there should be fewer, shorter, "better," more'useful, and

less frequently used forms collecting data from fewer respondents; ultimately,

there should be growth in the substantive )inowledge base-of apr.A:led social

19
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science an'd more effective and efficient goveftmental programs to serve the

American public% We can imagine many more possible outcomes.

We can Imagine, for example, tht some future proposed data requirements

in education Which are deemed by proponents as reasonable in demand and

,
si9nif1cant for national policy (or for any other purposes) might be jeop-

,

0

ardized by pressure5 W cut back on public reporting; we can imagine more

parties outside of the educational arena involved in the process of deciding

the scope as well as the substance of future'education data acquisition,

parties su n as the Congress, the OMB, non-edutation Federal-agencies, and

responden, and data user groups; we can imagine, as a result of more diverse

input, education and government vale priorities as well as technical research

issues, becoming prominent in the context of reasaing how much data are

reasonable and necessary to collect; we can Imagine a much more active role

for contractors in the FC process (see Section IV of Handbook for role

specifics); we can see the need for FC training "workshops" and FC specialists

among evaluators in the educational contractor marketplace; we can imagine

achieving greater efficiency in implementing data collection plans, and

perhaps new practices or techniques emerging in the evaluation field that would

increase participation of sample groups in evaluation studies or that would

reduce respondent burden and other negative effects of evaluation: we can

forsee increased institutionaliza'tion of FC aims and a deeper awareness oi

the problems addressed by FC throughout the total government structure,

and possibly throughout state and local governmentywhich account for a major,

largely uncontrolled source of reporting requlrements. (The Federal Reports

Act embraces only 18 percent of all sources of reporting requirements,.as

estimated by Peat et al., 1975).

We can also imagine more regulation and control over evaluation studies

from the conceptualization to the implementata;on through the follow-up.stages;

2 0
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we can imagine greater procedur al. co4lexity, higher costs and more time

18

associated with getting iiata.doll tion plans processed and approved; further-
'

more, it's posgible that one4conse ence of FC would be to lower rather than

raise the quality of evaluation research, or at least not raise the quality,

sufficiently to justify the effort and cOst of a Fc mechanism: we can imagine

that with increased regulation over educational research/evaluation aotivity,

there will be stronger tendencies On the part of Federal agencies to engage in

forms of "deviant""behavior wnich inevitably nurture a climate of distrust and

will lead to greater, bore aversive control measures to, eiAsure cdmpliance with

FC regulations; and final e imagine extreme Imbalance in the appli-
.

cation of FC regulations, o. le, with the'class of very small data
.*

collection activities being examined in the same light and manner as the very

large data collection forms. It is known, for example, that 98 Aports account

for 80 percer)t of all the responses to all Federal Reports (Lowry, 1975), and

the IRS income tax farm alone.accounts for 32 percent.of the' total responaent

burden; that one data gathpring form currently being used by the USOE accounts
0

for 70 percent of the total respondent burden for that agency; and that Federal

education contracts account for less than ten percent of the total burden in

the Education Division and therefore, much less than, that,for all reporting

requirements of the Federal government. And we can imagineas much scrutiny

by Ofe FC given to a data collection plan which proposes to gather information

from 25 persons as given to a plan which would amass data from 100,000 or more

persons.

The challenge* of all this Is to discover the validity (or invalidity)

of these "imaginations.'" before some of them at least 'become reality,. and

then to begin working to influence and betterthe cirse pf thipgs to Come.

. 21
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